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The Rand McNally Road Atlas is the most trusted and best-selling US atlas on the market. This

updated North American atlas contains maps of every U.S. state and Canadian province, an

overview map of Mexico, and detailed inset maps of over 350 cities and 20 U.S. national parks.

Road construction projects and updates highlighted for every state and conveniently located above

the maps. Contains mileage chart showing distances between 90 North American cities and

national parks along with a driving times map. Other FeaturesBest of the RoadÃ‚Â® - Our editor's

favorite road trips from our Best of the RoadÃ‚Â® collection follows scenic routes along stretches of

coastline, both east and west, to forests mountains, and prairies; and through small towns and big

cities. For a weekend or a week there s something for everyone.Tell Rand! As much as we work to

keep our atlases up to date, conditions change quickly and new construction projects begin

frequently. If you know of something we haven't captured in our atlas, let us know at

randmcnally.com/tellrand.Use this book with the Rand McNally Road Atlas Ebook. Learn more at

randmcnally.com/mobileTourism websites and phone numbers for every U.S. state and Canadian

province on map pages
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I went to a store and looked at all of the new Rand McNally Atlases, along with a few other brands.

This one was the best, at least for me. As some have commented, it is really big. The upside is that

there is a lot of detail and it is actually not that thick or heavy. The small ones did not have enough



detail to make them worthwhile. The spiral ones seem like a good idea, but it is tough to match up

different pages and it often seems like there are small gaps in the maps on different pages. With this

one it is easier to follow a map from one page to the next. This is big and can be a bit awkward in a

car, but it is one of the best atlases out there.

My kids call me an old fuddy-duddy. And they say this atlas proves it. I have one in my car, and

another in my kitchen drawer (hey, you never know when you will want to know where something

is). I bought this one for my 18 year old son to put in his car, since he will be leaving for college in a

month. I'm a firm believer that if you're stuck in a traffic jam on I-80, it's good to have a real map to

tell you how to get around it, instead of trying to rely on a GPS (not that helpful) or calling a brother,

sister or parent for help. And if you're one of those who think the Zombie Apocalypse might be

coming, then you know GPS won't work any more, and you'd better have an atlas to help you find

your way down those zombie infested roads. ;-)

Nothing can replace a great Road Atlas book. Not even Google earth!I've been a paper map fan all

my life! I love the convenience of turning pages and seeing everything when I need to now rather

than being driven by timing of algorithms.This Road Atlas even gives a clear mapping of the Pacific

Crest Trail all the way from Campo California to the Washington state/Canadian border as well as

the Continental Divide Trails. A great purchase at a good price.

Though we had other electronic directional options for our trip, we loved having this original old

school Atlas available and used it many, many times. Due to it's nice larger size we could also sit

together and share and discuss our travel events, stopping options etc...without visual challenges

the smaller print Atlas would have had.

I like this road atlas a lot. It is to carry in my RV to supplement my GPS use. It doesn't show

everything in every state but it does show all the major roads and it has plenty of detail. I like to plot

a destination to a new place with my GPS and then use this atlas to get the big picture of where I

will be traveling. It is also very helpful in determining alternate routes as well as a good reference

when looking for someplace new to go to. If you are traveling pretty much within one state you might

want to get a single state map.

I love having a "real" map as a backup. This one is easy to read and has a lot of good info and is



very detailed (it even shows some tiny little areas in my home state that you usually don't see on a

paper map).

Rand McNally Road Atlas has been a favorite of mine for years, and is frequently used during my

road trips. The maps are easy to navigate, and this collection of maps includes useful information

such as a mileage chart (driving distances between 90 North American cities and national parks),

mileage and driving times map (distances and driving times between hundreds of North American

cities and national parks), and "Best of the Road Trips", which is the editor's six favorite road trips

from the "Best of the Road" collection.Although I've purchased the 2016 Road Atlas, I keep my

tattered 2004 copy (sans front and back cover) on hand (for sentimental reasons?), which I used to

move cross-country a few years ago. These things don't quit, and you'll likely get a lot of mileage

out of them (pun intended)! If you're looking for an excellent (and beautifully done) road atlas, Rand

McNally is definitely a good option.

This is an excellent atlas -- it is big and it has at least two pages for every state. It also includes all

of Canada. I am going on a road trip across country and will definitely be using it.
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